Furniture For Every Space On Campus

No longer is there a one-size-fits-all solution for education spaces. Exciting new methods of both teaching and learning have sparked the need for new, more flexible spaces; and Enwork is committed to enhancing learning spaces everywhere.

Environments in the future will be more inspiring, connected, and human-centered than ever before.

Inspiring  Connected  Human-Centered

At Enwork, we’ve taken on the challenge of supporting this education evolution. We design products that support students, learning styles, and technology to meet needs campus-wide. Take a tour through the following thought starters, decide what might fit your space, then connect with the Enwork team to explore next steps. We’ll make sure every product accommodates your needs, budget, and timeline.
Enwork Studio - Custom Projects

Endless Possibilities, From Spark To Finish

Spaces throughout a school or campus are opportunities to express a unique culture, inspire learning, and build connections. We constantly develop products that anticipate customer needs, yet we realize special spaces and unique technology standards often require special products. That’s where Enwork Studio comes in. We apply manufacturing expertise and principles of human-centered design to create custom products. The result is a product solution that solves a unique need; on budget, and delivered on time.

Custom Solutions

Progressive design is paired with exceptional materials and finishes to create products that are wildly functional and remarkably beautiful.

Innovative Materials

We leverage a global, tier-1 supply chain to source the best materials and finishes available.

Technology Integration

Thoughtful consideration of technology standards ensure a future-proof solution and lasting value.

Dedicated Project Teams

We welcome complex projects and crunched deadlines. Our team is set up to solve problems quickly, elegantly, and within budget. Every time.
Connect And Collaborate, Or Unplug And Study.

Student preferences require spaces that may be social, private, or a little of both. We believe students should have choices based on their unique learning styles.
INFORMAL LEARNING

Connected
Share Media
Organic Lounge Shapes
Variety of Heights & Postures
Alkalign is a tech-friendly table collection designed with robust wire management and power access. 10” rounded corners and a variety of surface materials create approachable and beautiful spaces.

Exclusive 2-sided Ellora Deep Well units allow MacBook Magsafe power adapters and other large accessories to plug in and remain fully concealed.

Sit, stand, relax, recharge, socialize, or study. Cafés and lounges create community hubs where you can achieve it all.

By partnering with leading material manufacturers, Enwork offers a variety of durable, yet beautiful finishes. Cambria, KrystalCast, and WilsonArt Solid Surface are just a few standards available with most table bases.
Enable Creativity And Collaborative Learning

Today’s active learning styles include peer-learning, discussion, and debate. Innovative surface shapes and mobile bases allow spaces to flex and transform. Angled surfaces define user space and enhance sight lines.

TAILOR YOUR SPACE TO THE LESSONS WITHIN

Scene: Zori Tables and Lectern, Apron Table
Support Any Teaching Style

Table shapes enhance the learning experience by enabling new layouts, defining space, and encouraging collaboration. With easy re-configuration, shared-use classrooms can transform to accommodate each individual lesson.
The process of learning is organic, multi-modal, and sometimes messy. A variety of table shapes, sizes, and materials support the teaching and learning process. Table heights ranging from 24” seated to 42” standing height encourage a variety of postures and learning styles.

Add a whiteboard or monitor stand to your space for a richer learning experience or reach out to Enwork Studio to co-develop a custom solution tailored to your specific needs.

**Learn Through Discovery**

FROM KINDERGARTEN TO GRAD SCHOOL, WE HAVE YOU COVERED.
High-performing classrooms require seamless technology solutions and a variety of teaching platforms. Students appreciate options to sit, perch, or stand. Uncompromising product design, paired with variety, gives students and educators a sense that the space is designed for them.

Scene: Zori Tables and Command Center
Left (top to Bottom): Zori Lecterns and Command Center
SUPPORT CURRICULUM IN ART, SCIENCE, AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN
Tailored To Your Technology Standard

From basic computing classes to advanced programming, Enwork thrives on finding clean and robust solutions that integrate classroom technology and support curriculum.

Monitor Lift desks, Powerlex Modesties, and Laptop Storage classroom tables support a variety of teaching styles and curriculum technology needs.
Human-Centered
Welcoming Materials
Approachable Forms
Easily Customized
Beyond The Classroom

Since its beginning, Enwork has outfitted administrative, conference, and other collaborative spaces for some of the world’s leading brands. Through collaborations with Tesla, Lyft, Expedia, and others, we have a deep understanding of how to create spaces that support your students and administrators as they work, learn, and connect.
EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED

Jumpstart Creative Thinking

Through the use of beautiful materials, unexpected designs, and smart technology integration, our products create high-performing spaces.

Scene (left): Impression O-Leg Tables, Zori Whiteboard and Foundation Table
Scene (right): Equilibrium Table
Enwork is staffed up and ready to help with your next project. Our team of interior designers and product experts are ready to quote, render, and consult. Our Enwork Studio Team develops custom solutions from a napkin sketch. Enwork’s knowledgeable sales reps can be found in every city across North America. We hope you'll find working together to be fun, easy, and maybe even refreshing. Visit enwork.com today to start the conversation.
Supporting The Next Generation

It’s not by chance that some spaces enable and inspire learning better than others. At Enwork, we draw upon deep research by universities and design firms to create products that support learners, instructors, and facility managers. With inquiring designers and rapid development, we’re always exploring and learning, so that our clients can optimize every space throughout campus.

Shown below: Landing Team Table, by Enwork